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 Wednesday, November 1, 2017 
WELCOME AND INTRODUCTORY TALKS 
8:30 a.m.   Lecture Hall 
 
Chair: Louise Prockter 
 
8:30 a.m. Prockter L. * 
Opening Remarks, Goals of the Workshop 
 
8:45 a.m. Rhoden A. R. * 
Transport Processes in the Ice Shell of Europa — A Review [#7025] 
Recent models and observations of Europa’s geologic activity suggest a dynamic ice shell, rich with 
liquid water, that may change in thickness and activity over time. Implications for Europa’s 
habitability and future exploration will be discussed. 
 
9:05 a.m. Kattenhorn S. A. *   Prockter L. M. 
Proposed Subduction on Europa:  A Drift Towards a Plate Tectonics Paradigm [#7001] 
Europa’s surface is geologically young, with new surface area created at dilational bands. Transform-
like motions are common. Recent identification of potential subduction zones suggests that Europa’s 
surface may reflect a plate tectonic like system. 
 
9:25 a.m. Bierhaus E. B. * 
A Torino Scale for Europa and Icy Satellites:  A Potential Means for Evaluating the Impact 
Cratering’s Contribution to an Icy Shell’s Energy Budget [#7026] 
Impacts on Europa mix surface and subsurface material, introduce fracturing, and at progressively 
larger sizes, result in deeper melting (and mixing) within the ice shell. The largest sizes punch through 
the ice, providing a direct, albeit temporary, conduit between the ocean and the surface. 
 
9:45 a.m. Break 
 
 Wednesday, November 1, 2017 
FROM TOP TO BOTTOM PROCESSES IN EUROPA’S ICE SHELL 
10:00 a.m.   Lecture Hall 
 
Chair: Kate Craft 
 
10:00 a.m. Rudolph M. L. *   Manga M. 
Cracking Europa’s Ice Shell [#7011] 
We present updated models of crack propagation through Europa’s ice shell. Downward-propagating 
cracks are able to reach a subsurface ocean for some combinations of ice shell thickness, strength, and 
thermal state. 
 
10:15 a.m. Melosh H. J. *   Turtle E. P.   Freed A. M. 
How Fast Do Europa’s Ridges Grow? [#7005] 
We demonstrate with our incremental wedging model of ridge formation that ridges must grow in 5000 
years or less to prevent their material flowing down an underlying warm ice channel. This conclusion 
holds for other models as well. 
 
10:30 a.m. Howell S. M. *   Pappalardo R. T. 
Band Formation and Ocean-Surface Interaction on Europa and Ganymede [#7002] 
Through numerical modeling, we find that bands occupy a spectrum of related formation processes 
that varies primarily as a function of lithosphere strength. “Fossil” ocean material incorporated into the 
shell surfaces only at the weakest bands. 
 
10:45 a.m. Collins G. C. *   Prockter L. M.   Patterson G. W.   Rhoden A. R.   Kattenhorn S. A.   Cooper C. M.   
Perkins R. P.   Rezza C. A.   Walsh J. D.   White O. A.   Albright C. E.   Olubusi O. S.   Oldrid S. R.   
Wood F. D. 
Plate Reconstructions on the Antijovian Hemisphere of Europa [#7016] 
We describe reconstructions performed in several target areas on the antijovian hemisphere of Europa, 
to test the hypothesis that plate-like motions have modified Europa’s surface in the past. 
 
11:00 a.m. Bland M. T. *   McKinnon W. B. 
Surface-Interior Exchange via Plate Tectonics on Europa: Conditions for 
Initiating Subduction [#7008] 
Subduction may be an important mechanism of surface-interior exchange, but how subduction initiates 
is unclear. We show that subduction-like faults form for cold surface temperatures and high heat 
fluxes:  a strong but thin lithosphere. 
 
11:15 a.m. Schenk P. *   Nimmo F. 
Not Quite Global Topography of Europa:  Characterization and Constraints on 
Geologic Processes [#7015] 
Europa feels high one day, low the next. Depends on where you are! Better get some altitude pills 
because Europa is a lot rougher than you think! 
 
11:30 a.m. Soderlund K. M. *   Schmidt B. E.   Blankenship D. D. 
Ice-Ocean Exchange Processes Driven by Ocean Convection [#7020] 
Numerical simulations of global ocean convection imply that lateral thermal gradients along the ice-
ocean interface are important to consider for the exchange of material between the ocean and ice shell. 
 
 Wednesday, November 1, 2017 
POSTER LIGHTNING TALKS 
11:45 a.m.   Lecture Hall 
 
Chair: Simon Kattenhorn 
 
11:45 a.m. 1 Slide and 1 Minute for Each Poster Presenter to Introduce Their Paper. 
 
12:00 p.m. Lunch 
 
 Wednesday, November 1, 2017 
POSTER SESSION 
12:45 p.m.   Great Room 
 
Buffo J. J.   Schmidt B. E. 
Slush Fund:  The Role of Small Scale Reactive Transport Processes in Europa’s Ice Shell [#7004] 
The role micro scale (~1 cm) physics play in governing macro scale (~1m–10km) properties and processes in 
oceanic ices; with application to Europa’s ice shell. 
 
Chan K.   Grima C.   Blankenship D. D.   Young D. A.   Soderlund K. M. 
Mobilization of Near-Surface Brine on Europa [#7014] 
Near-surface brine can play a significant role in the ice cycling process occurring on Europa, and may also serve as 
habitats for microbial life. We discuss recent hypotheses for brine mobilization at Europa and their terrestrial 
analog counterparts. 
 
Pascuzzo A. C.   Johnson B. C.   Sheppard R. Y.   Fisher E. A.   Wiggins S. E. 
Porosity and Salt Content Determine if Subduction can Occur in Europa’s Ice Shell [#7006] 
How feasible is subduction on Europa when ice shell porosity structure, temperature, and salt contents are taken 
into account? 
 
Wong T.   McKinnon W. B. 
Lithospheric Stresses on Europa’s Icy Shell:  Can Subduction Initiate on Europa? [#7012] 
We estimate the strength of the icy lithosphere required for subduction initiation. 
 
Sattler-Cassara L.   Lyra W. 
Implications of Tidally Driven Convection and Lithospheric Arguments on the Topography of Europa [#7021] 
We present 3D numerical simulations of tidally driven convection in Europa. By associating the resulting normal 
stress from plumes with surface weakening and resistance from shallower layers, we successfully reproduce domes 
and double ridges. 
 
Noviello J. L.   Torrano Z. A.   Rhoden A. R.   Manga M. 
Microfeature Clustering on Europa:  A Potential Clue to the Subsurface Structure [#7013] 
Europa has lenticulae, and a model by Manga and Michaut claims they form from sills. We are testing this using a 
statistical approach. 
 
Montesi L. G. J. 
What Could be the Tectonic Expression of Water Bodies Inside and at the Base of Ice Shells or Europa? [#7009] 
Water inside the ice, water below the ice, what can be seen at the surface? 
 
Walker C. C.   Craft K. L.   Patterson G. W. 
Plumbing the Depths:  Water Flow Through Fractures in Europa’s Subsurface [#7022] 
Here we discuss the flow of water through a variety of subsurface fracture scenarios. We assess effects due to 
refreezing, tides, pressure, and fracture styles to constrain geometries of ocean-surface conduits and their effect on 
surface features. 
 
Craft K. L.   Walker C. C.   Patterson G. W. 
Subsurface Fracturing and Surface Morphology on Europa [#7018] 
Analysis of Larsen C ice shelf radar data paired with finite element modeling of subsurface fractures in ice shells to 
enable understanding of possible surface-subsurface fluid interactions. 
 
Kay J. P.   Kattenhorn S. A.   Prockter L. M. 
Distribution of the Youngest Tectonic Features on Europa [#7024] 
The search for the youngest tectonic activity starts with the geologically young, ridgeless surface fractures. The 
temporal relationship between these fractures and the stress states will yield information when Europa was 
tectonically active. 
 
Singer K. N.   McKinnon W. B.   Schenk P. M. 
Two Geologic Constraints on Europa’s Ice Shell Thickness and Implications for Habitability [#7019] 
We empirically derive ice shell thickness estimates from two types of features on Europa:  1) endogenic pits and 
2) ring graben around large impact basins. 
 
McGrath M. A.   Sparks W. B. 
Update on Plumes at Europa [#7007] 
We will provide a summary if recent observations of active plumes on Europa. 
 
Pappalardo R. T.   Senske D. A.   Korth H.   Klima R.   Vance S. D.   Craft K.    
Phillips C. B.   Europa Science Team 
The Planned Europa Clipper Mission and its Role in Investigating Ice Shell Exchange Processes [#7003] 
The Europa Clipper Mission supports a highly capable payload of both in situ and remote-sensing instruments to 
observe Europa and its environment and investigate processes of surface-ice-ocean exchange. 
 
 Wednesday, November 1, 2017 
BREAKOUT SESSIONS 
2:00 p.m. 
 
 
Breakout 1:  How are Energy and Material Incorporated into the Ice Shell? 
 
A Hess Room  Moderator: Alyssa Rhoden 
 
B Berkners Moderator: Michael Bland 
 
3:30 p.m. BREAK 
 
Breakout 2:  What is the Surface Expression of Interior Exchange Processes? 
 
A Hess Room Moderator: Kelsi Singer 
 
B Berkners Moderator: Geoff Collins 
 
 
 
 Wednesday, November 1, 2017 
PLENARY 
5:15 p.m.   Lecture Hall 
 
Chair: Louise Prockter 
 
NETWORKING EVENT 
5:30–7:00 p.m.   Great Room 
 
 Thursday, November 2, 2017 
BREAKOUT 1 AND 2 RECAP 
8:30 a.m.   Lecture Hall 
 
Chair: Beau Bierhaus 
 
Breakout 1:  How are Energy and Material Incorporated into the Ice Shell? 
 
8:30 a.m. Rhoden A. * 
Breakout 1A:  Recap 
 
8:45 a.m. Bland M. * 
Breakout 1B:  Recap 
 
9:00 a.m. Bierhaus B. * 
Integration:  How are Energy and Material Incorporated into the Ice Shell? 
 
Breakout 2:  Surface Expression of Interior Processes 
 
9:15 a.m. Singer K. * 
Breakout 2A:  Recap 
 
9:30 a.m. Collins G. * 
Breakout 2B:  Recap 
 
9:45 a.m. Bierhaus B. * 
Integration:  Surface Expression of Interior Processes 
 
10:00 a.m. Break 
 
 Thursday, November 2, 2017 
BREAKOUT SESSION 
10:15 a.m. 
 
 
Breakout 3:  What is the Age of the Ice at Europa’s Surface? 
 
A. Lecture Hall Moderator: Paul Schenk 
 
B Hess Room  Moderator: TBD 
 
C Berkners Moderator: TBD 
 
 
 
 
 Thursday, November 2, 2017 
BREAKOUT 3 RECAP 
11:30 a.m.   Lecture Hall 
 
Chair: Beau Bierhaus 
 
Breakout 3:  What is the Age of the Ice at Europa’s Surface? 
 
11:30 a.m. Schenk P. * 
Breakout 3A:  Recap 
 
11:40 a.m. TBD * 
Breakout 3B:  Recap 
 
11:50 a.m. TBD. * 
Breakout 3C:  Recap 
 
12:00 p.m. Bierhaus B. * 
Integration:  What is the Age of the Ice at Europa’s Surface? 
 
12:15 p.m. Lunch 
 
 
 Thursday, November 2, 2017 
SYNTHESIS 
1:00 p.m.   Lecture Hall 
 
Chair: Simon Kattenhorn 
 
1:00 p.m. Kattenhorn S, * 
Workshop Conclusion 
 
1:45 p.m. Prockter * 
Future Direction 
 
2:00 p.m. Adjourn 
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Introduction:  Europa’s sparse primary-crater 
population [1-2], especially in contrast with heavily-
cratered sister satellites Ganymede and Callisto, is a 
key indicator of global ongoing geologic activity.  The 
low spatial density primary-crater population implies 
that, on average, ice shell processes in a given area are 
generally dominated by the endogenic events that drive 
chaos and ridge formation.  In other words, one could 
formulate an energy-per-unit-volume metric in which 
impact craters contribute a small amount relative to 
endogenic processes. 
However, impacts play an important role in the on-
going evolution of Europa’s ice shell: they are an ex-
ternal source of energy delivered extremely rapidly 
during an impact event; that energy is delivered to the 
top of the ice shell (rather than propagating from be-
low); and they deliver primitive materials that become 
incorporated into the ice shell, and perhaps which ulti-
mately become incorporated into the subsurface ocean.   
In addition, the absence of a broad suite of crater 
degradation morphologies on Europa, compared with 
Ganymede and Callisto, suggests that craters modify 
the ice shell in a fashion that facilitates subsequent 
explotation of the region by endogenic processes [2]. 
Over all size scales, impacts cause heat and melting 
at rates much faster than endogenic processes.  On re-
gional scales, ejecta from a primary crater effectively 
redistributes a portion of the impact energy over a 
broader region, causing ballistic erosion [3].  Larger, 
less frequent impacts excavate deeper into the icy 
crust; the larger diameter impactors penetrates com-
pletely through the icy shell; the very largest impactors 
potentially cause reorientation of the entire ice crust. 
The very largest impacts, if they cause wholesale glob-
al restructuring of the ice shell [4], would change the 
global relationship of where tidal forcing peaks within 
the shell, and likely have significant effects on the 
global subsurface ocean – with important consequences 
to habitability and biological processes within both the 
ice shell and the subsurface ocean [2].  Indeed, [5] hy-
pothesizes that impact energy provided by the Late 
Heavy Bombardment was an important contributor to 
which satellites became differentiated. 
A “ModifiedTorino Scale” for Europa (and 
Ocean worlds in general): One way to frame this dis-
cussion quantitatively is to ask: What is the relation-
ship between the time scale of an impact, and the “re-
turn-to-equilibrium time scale” of the impact’s effects?  
Small impacts occur more frequently, but have more 
localized effects; larger impacts occur less frequently, 
but have longer-laster effects – longer freeze times for 
impact melt, more extensive structural effects, and for 
those impacts that completely penetrate through the 
shell, likely subsurface-ocean effects.  The larger the 
impact, the longer the timescale for the region, or even 
the entire satellite, to return to equilibrium. 
This relationship is, in some ways, like the Torino 
Scale [6] used to assess potential Earth impactors.  
Even though large Earth impactors are rare, they domi-
nate the potential fatalities because large impacts have 
global effects. 
The analogy with Europa isn’t with fatalities 
(though the analogy may apply there, if indeed life 
exists in Europa’s subsurface ocean), rather the similar 
factor is how long it takes Europa to return to an equi-
librium after an impact. 
Estimating the impact-energy frequency can utilize 
the Case A impactor flux model in [7].  It is important 
to use a full implementation of the model that includes 
distributions of impact angles and speeds, as well as 
the impactor size-frequency distribution, because the 
vertical component of the impact energy is the key im-
pactor parameter. 
Estimating the time-scale to return to equilibrium is 
more challenging.  For the impacts that reside in the ice 
shell, the time scale is related to the cooling time scale 
of the melt pool.  For transitional craters like Pwyll, the 
time scale to reach equilibrium includes a factor for 
process occurring at the ice-shell-to-ocean interface.  
For multi-ring basins like Callanish and Tyre, return-
to-equilibrium must occur through the full depth of the 
ice shell, and may include the ocean below the ice 
shell.  For the largest impacts, which could shift the 
orientation of the ice shell, the time scales before re-
turning to equilibrium could be quite long. 
The use of a Torino-like scale, in the context of un-
derstanding ice-shell processes, is advantageous be-
cause it identifies certain a impact energy regime(s) 
that have particular consequence to the evolution and 
current state of the ice shell. 
References: [1] Schenk P.M. et al (2004) in Jupi-
ter, Cambridge Univ. Press, 427-456. [2] Bierhaus 
E.B. et al. (2009) in Europa, Univ of AZ Press, 161-
180. [3] Bierhaus E.B. and Schenk P (2010), JGR, 115, 
E12004. [4] Nimmo F. and Matsuyama I. (2007) GRL 
v. v.4, L19203. [5] Barr A.C. and Canup R.M (2010) 
Nature GeoSciences, 3, 164-167. [6] Stokes G.H. et al. 
(2003) 
https://cneos.jpl.nasa.gov/doc/SDT_report_2003.html. 
[7] Zahnle K. et al. (2003) Icarus, 163, 263-289. 
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Introduction:  Kattenhorn and Prockter [1] sug-
gested that extension on Europa is accommodated by 
plate tectonic-like subduction of the lithosphere at lin-
ear, tabular zones termed subsumption bands. Subduc-
tion can potentially transport surface materials (e.g., 
oxidants) into the deep ice shell and ocean, and pro-
vides a solution to Europa’s apparent extension-
al/contractional strain imbalance by taking up large 
extensional strains associated with band formation [2]. 
Yet, how subduction is actually initiated on Europa is 
unclear. Subduction implicitly requires that lithospher-
ic-scale thrust faults can develop. This contrasts with 
previous numerical modeling, which found that litho-
spheric shortening is instead primarily accommodated 
by folding or passive thickening [3, 4]. In order to de-
termine whether subduction is a viable mechanism of 
surface-interior exchange we perform numerical mod-
eling to reevaluate the physical conditions required to 
form large-scale thrust faults (nascent subduction 
zones) during lithospheric shortening. 
The Model:  We follow the approach of [3, 4] to 
simulate lithospheric shortening on Europa using the 
finite element model Tekton2.3 [5]. The code has been 
updated compared to those previous works to include 
more realistic localization of brittle failure (non-
associated plasticity and strain weakening, wherein 
brittle failure decreases the subsequent yield strength). 
We examine heat fluxes from 30 to 300 mW m-2, sur-
face temperatures from 70 to 120 K, and a range of 
material (ice lithosphere) parameters. 
Results:  In the absence of strain weakening, es-
sentially all shortening results in folding accommodat-
ed by broadly distributed brittle deformation, con-
sistent with previous results. With moderate strain 
weakening, deformation becomes localized within 
fault-like zones for surface temperatures (Ts) ≤100 K; 
however, the resulting surface deformation suggests a 
complex interplay between folding and faulting. In 
these cases, folding still occurs if the surface tempera-
ture and heat flux (F) are high. Only if the ice shell 
weakens very easily does faulting dominate. Large-
scale faults, consistent with subduction initiation, pref-
erentially form at cold surface temperatures and very 
high heat fluxes (Fig. 1). Cold temperatures promote 
faulting (as opposed to folding), and high heat fluxes 
result in a thinner lithosphere, which is more easily 
subducted 
Discussion: The subsumption bands identified by 
[1] are at a relatively high latitude (cold temperature), 
and are associated with putative cryovolcanic features 
indicating locally increased heat flow, suggesting con-
ditions there may have been ideal for the initiation of 
subduction. Subduction may be inhibited at lower lati-
tudes due to warmer surface temperatures. Although 
achieving the high heat fluxes we infer is plausible at 
local scales, they exceed fluxes from tidal dissipation 
by roughly an order of magnitude [6]. Subduction and 
plate-tectonic like behavior might therefore occur only 
cyclically or sporadically in time. As on the Earth, 
weakening via magmatic or convective plumes [7]) or 
preexisting fault zones [8] may be required for subduc-
tion to initiate on Europa.   
References: [1] Kattenhorn, S. A. and Prockter, L. 
M. (2014) Nat. Geo. 7, 762-767. [2] Prockter, L. M. et 
al. (2002) JGR 107, 5028. [3] Bland, M. T. and 
McKinnon, W. B. (2012) Icarus 221, 694-709. 
[4] Bland, M. T. and McKinnon, W. B. (2013) GRL 
40, 2534-2538. [5] Melosh, H. J. and Raefsky, A. 
(1980) Geophys. J. R. Astron. 60 333-354. [6] Tobie, 
G. et al. (2003) JGR 108, 5124. [7] Gerya, T. V. et al. 
(2015) Nature 527, 221-225. [8] Hall, C. E. et al. 
(2003) Earth Planet. Sci. Lett. 212, 15-30. 
 
Fig. 1: Surface deformation (top box each panel) and 
lithospheric deformation (bottom box each panel) for 
simulations with rapid strain weakening that produce 
nascent subduction-like zones. A. Ts=70 K, F=200 mW 
m-2. B. Ts=70 K, F=300 mW m-2. Linear white zones 
are large-scale faults. 
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by 
NASA SSW NNH15AZ80I. 
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Introduction:  Transport processes within Europa’s 
ice shell have long been hypothesized as crucial compo-
nents in understanding the unique geophysical features 
and putative habitability of the icy moon [1-3]. Many 
studies have discussed potential physical, thermal, and 
chemical properties of such an ice shell and simulated 
its associated evolution and dynamics [1, 3, 4-5]. While 
these models are physically and thermodynamically ac-
curate, they all rely on a priori assumptions of many 
crucial parameters; impurity entrainment rates, conduc-
tion-based freezing rates, small scale ice-ocean interac-
tions, etc. These types of models are crucial in simulat-
ing large scale geodynamics as well as ice shell convec-
tion timescales, however, without improved estimates 
for the a priori assumptions utilized within their archi-
tecture their utility in quantifying material transport 
rates and ice shell properties remains limited. 
When salt laden oceans (i.e. Earth’s and likely Eu-
ropa’s) are depressed below their freezing points the re-
sulting solid is not pure crystalline ice, but instead con-
sists of a porous ice matrix containing pockets and chan-
nels of impurity rich brine. This multiphase system ex-
hibits complex reactive transport processes that 
uniquely determine the thermal, chemical, and physical 
properties of the forming ice [6-7]. Reactive transport 
models capable of resolving these physics have drasti-
cally improved numerical simulations of terrestrial sea 
ice [7-9], and as an analog for Europa’s ice shell it fol-
lows that such treatment of the moon’s ice-water inter-
faces could better constrain estimates of material 
transport rates and ice shell properties. 
Numerical Model: Here we present a one-dimen-
sional, finite difference, reactive transport model capa-
ble of simulating the small-scale physics described 
above. The model was constructed from a first princi-
ples approach and is coupled with the reactive chemistry 
code FREZCHEM to simulate a variety of ocean com-
positions. The model has been validated against obser-
vations of terrestrial sea ice growth [9] and is primed for 
application to a variety of ice-ocean environments. The 
model produces vertical profiles of temperature, salin-
ity, porosity, and fluid velocity (Figure 1). 
We simulate the ice-ocean interface of Europa for 
several temporal snapshots during the shell’s formation, 
producing thermal and physicochemical profiles at dif-
ferent depths within the shell. We assume a primarily 
conductive temperature profile throughout the ice shell 
prior to the onset of solid state convection. This pro-
vides a constant flux Neumann boundary condition at 
the upper edge of the model domain for a given point in 
Europa’s ice shell history. Interpolation of the strati-
graphic runs provides full shell profiles of temperature, 
salinity, total salt content, porosity, eutectic points, and 
fluid velocity. We discuss the results of the numerical 
model and the impact they may have on constraining 
material entrainment and transport rates as well as their 
effect on potential surface-ocean exchange processes 
and habitability. 
 
 
Figure 1 – Plots displaying outputs of the 1D model dur-
ing simulations of terrestrial sea ice. Colors represent 
temporal progression (blue-orange). 
References: [1] Peddinti D. A. and McNamara A. K. 
(2015) GRL, 42.11. [2] Zolotov M. et al. (2004) Eu-
ropa’s Icy Shell, Abstract #7028. [3] Barr A. C. (2004) 
PhD Thesis. [4] Travis B. J. et al. (2012) Icarus, 218.2, 
1006-1019. [5] Han L. and Showman A. P. (2005) GRL, 
32.20. [6] Feltham D. L. et al. (2006) GRL, 33.14. [7] 
Hunke E. C. et al. (2011) The Cryosphere, 5.4, 989-
1009. [8] Griewank P. J. and Notz D. (2013) JGR, 
118.7, 3370-3386. [9] Buffo J. J. et al. (Submitted) JGR 
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     Introduction:  Europa is assumed to have an ice 
regolith layer ranging from hundreds of meters to kil-
ometers thick [1]. In addition, recently developed 
models for some of Europa’s characteristic geologic 
features – chaos terrains, lenticulae, and ridges – have 
attributed the formation of such features to the exist-
ence of shallow subsurface water, suggesting pressure-
driven flow as a method for transporting water through 
the icy shell [2-7]. These models also provide implica-
tions for brine transport through the porous ice regolith 
in the near surface, i.e., depths of tens of meters. This 
brine can play a significant role in the ice cycling pro-
cess occurring on Europa, and pores and cracks may 
also serve as habitats for microbial life [8, 9]. Future 
ice-penetrating radars have the capability to detect 
near-surface brines [8], while their depth is potentially 
within range of in-situ sampling from a future lander 
mission [10]. 
Here, we discuss recent hypotheses for near-surface 
brine mobilization at Europa and their terrestrial ana-
log counterparts. 
Near-Surface Brines on Europa: Recent chaos 
terrain models include shallow subsurface lakes, where 
these features result from a combination of ice-water 
interactions, hydrofracture, and refreezing of a melt 
water lens located within the icy shell [5]. Similarly, 
the formation of lenticulae could be caused by the in-
jection of saucer-shaped sills residing several kilome-
ters below the surface of Europa [6], while cryovolcan-
ism may be responsible for the formation of small 
domes that do not exhibit the same geological features 
of their surrounding terrain [4]. Ridges could be ex-
plained by sill-like and dike-like liquid intrusions, as 
liquid water fills tensile cracks in the icy crust [7]. All 
of these models suggest mechanisms for delivering 
pressurized brine to the ice regolith as a result of frac-
ture and disruption of the local ice shell. This concen-
trated brine would most likely exist in the vicinity of 
their geological counterparts. 
Near-Surface Brines on Earth: A recent study 
has revealed an englacial hydrologic system within 
several hundred meters deep in Taylor Glacier of the 
McMurdo Dry Valleys of Antarctica, which is respon-
sible for transporting iron-rich brine to Blood Falls 
[11]. In addition, [12] attributes the development of a 
pingo-like feature to the infiltration of pressurized liq-
uid brine below a frozen lake in the Tarn Flat area of 
Victoria Land, Antarctica, revealing distinct depths 
where layers of partially frozen and liquid brine exist. 
[8] reveals how the extent of brine infiltration at the 
McMurdo Ice Shelf is controlled by snow accumula-
tion patterns and Darcy’s Law. 
Brine Mobilization: On both Earth and Europa, 
liquid brine may flow through a concentrated region 
until it completely freezes when temperatures drop 
below the eutectic melting point for a particular brine 
composition [13]. Any release of latent heat could seek 
to warm the surrounding ice and particles, locally re-
ducing the porosity, but would probably not induce 
substantial melt due to low surface temperatures. Brine 
flow through the porous ice regolith can be modeled as 
fluid flow through porous media with freezing saline 
pore water. The ice regolith is expected to contain vac-
uum pores until infiltrated with a pressurized brine 
through mechanical disruption of the  
brittle ice. The brine would laterally flow away from 
the fluid reservoir towards the surface to relieve any 
excess pressure. Freezing could lead to the develop-
ment of pore ice or ice lenses of various thicknesses. 
Ice segregation and frost heaving is common on Earth 
[14], and Europa may have similar conditions suggest-
ing these phenomena as well. The preference for for-
mation of pore ice or ice lenses depends on a combina-
tion of factors, such as local porosity, particle size, 
brine salinity, and temperature. 
Future efforts will further investigate the evolution 
of near-surface brine on Europa and determine its de-
tectability with the Radar for Icy Moon Exploration 
(RIME) and Radar for Europa Assessment and Sound-
ing: Ocean to Near-surface (REASON) instruments on 
the upcoming JUICE and Europa Clipper missions. 
References: [1] Aglyamov, Y. et al., (2017) Ica-
rus, 281, 334–337. [2] Craft, K. L. et al., (2016) Ica-
rus, 274, 297-313. [3] Dombard, A. J. et al., (2013) 
Icarus, 223, 74-81. [4] Quick, L. C. et al., (2017) Ica-
rus, 284, 477-488. [5] Schmidt, B. E. et al., (2011) 
Nature, 479, 502-505. [6] Manga, M. and Michaut, C. 
(2017) Icarus, 286, 261-269. [7] Johnston, S. A. and 
Montési, L. G., (2014) Icarus, 237, 190-201. [8] Gri-
ma, C. et al., (2016) GRL, 43, 7011-7018. [9] Walker, 
C. C. and Schmidt, B. E., (2015) in Lunar and Plane-
tary Science Conference, 46, 2023. [10] Hand, K. P. et 
al., (2017) Report of the Europa Lander Science Defi-
nition Team. [11] Badgeley, J. A. et al., (2017) Journal 
of Glaciology, 63, 387-400. [12] Forte, E. et al., (2016) 
Scientific Reports, 6, 33158. [13] Zolotov, M. Y. and 
Shock, E. L. (2001) JGR, 106, 32815-32827. [14] 
Manz, L. (2011) Geo News, 32, 18-24.  
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Introduction:  It is common to observe offsets of 
relatively old features on Europa by newer tectonic 
features such as ridges and bands. Through careful 
mapping and sequential reconstruction of older fea-
tures, plate tectonic-like motions were hypothesized in 
Northern Falga Regio [1] (Figure 1A).  To test the hy-
pothesis of plate tectonics on Europa, we have been 
expanding the study area into adjacent regions imaged 
by Galileo at ~200 m/px (Figure 1) and performing 
multi-stage reconstructions in a spherical surface ge-
ometry [2]. 
Method: Reconstructions are performed within 
GPlates software [3], which is designed for terrestrial 
plate motion visualization and analysis. Our recon-
structions begin by defining potential plate boundaries 
based on offset features, and then using cross-cutting 
relationships to develop a time sequence of boundary 
offsets. We define plates composed of terrain that is 
internally continuous, but with discontinuities at all the 
edges. Piercing points are manually aligned in the se-
quence defined by the relative ages of activity at the 
plate boundaries, and in some areas (1B, 1C) this has 
been checked against statistical methods for finding 
plate rotation poles. The resulting plate motions are 
then checked to be sure that no two pieces of terrain 
occupy the same location at the same time. 
Study areas: Northern Falga (Fig. 1A) exhibits 
minor spreading early in the sequence, strike-slip mo-
tion throughout the reconstruction, and convergence 
late in the sequence. Our results are similar to earlier 
results [1] but the amount of convergence is smaller. 
The area near Castalia Macula (Fig. 1B) is dominated 
by early spreading, similar to previous results [4], but 
the later style of tectonic motion is dominated by 
strike-slip motions and small amounts of convergence. 
The area around Libya Linea (Fig. 1C) exhibits early 
strike-slip motions followed by later spreading. The 
area around Minos Linea (Fig. 1D) exhibits very few 
offsets, deformation is diffuse, and it does not appear 
to be organized into a system of plates. Plate-like be-
havior is observed again in the area around Belus 
Linea (Fig. 1E) but the complex history here including 
spreading, strike-slip, and convergence [e.g. 5], is still 
being examined at this time. The “wedges” region 
(Fig. 1F) is dominated by spreading [6] with some as-
sociated strike-slip motions but poor viewing geometry 
is hampering a proper assessment of the time sequence 
of plate motions in this region. 
References: [1]Kattenhorn, S.A. & Prockter L.M., 
Nature Geosci., doi:10.1038/NGEO2245, 2014; [2] 
Patterson G.W. et al., J. Struct. Geol., 28, 2237-2258, 
2006; [2] Collins G.C. et al., LPSC XLVII, #2533, 
2016; [3] Williams S.E. et al., GSA Today, 
doi:1130/GSATG139A.1, 2012; [4] Patterson G.W. & 
Ernst C.M., LPSC XLII, #2102, 2011; [5] Sarid A.R. et 
al., Icarus 158, 24-41, 2002; [6] Sullivan R. et al. Na-
ture 391, 371-373, 1998. 
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Figure 1. Locations of plate reconstruction target 
areas on the antijovian hemisphere of Europa. 
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Introduction:  The Jovian moon Europa sparks our cu-
riosities with the promise of a vast, salty and thermally 
mixing ocean that may harbor life beneath its icy exte-
rior [1]. The dearth of craters on the surface indicates a 
geologically young and recently active body. Tectonic 
features, including fractures, ridges, bands and chaos 
terrains cover the surface and indicate a structurally ac-
tive history that may have formed avenues allowing 
deeper liquid water to interact with the surface. One 
possible mechanism for providing avenues for ocean or 
shallow water to reach the surface is subsurface fractur-
ing. Our understanding, however, is only basic in how 
fractures might propagate, interact with one another, en-
able water flow, and react to external stressing including 
the tidal tugs as Europa orbits Jupiter.  
Here we aim to help elucidate the interplay between 
ocean world ice shell fractures, surface feature for-
mation and surface-subsurface fluid activity. The work 
is timely, as it can inform missions including the Europa 
Clipper mission, possible Europa Lander, ESA’s JUICE 
mission and future missions to ocean worlds. 
Methods:  To enable boundary constraints and set 
realistic ranges on model parameters we first measure 
characteristics of the Larsen C ice shelf (as it existed 
prior to its recent calving) as an ice shell analogue. Sur-
face depressions were measured by laser altimetry and 
sounding data is analyzed to investigate if subsurface 
basal fractures and water bodies are associated with the 
surface depressions, such as those observed in Figure 1 
below. Next, we apply finite element models to consider 
the effects of fracture interactions, tidal forcing, and 
variations in brittle-ductile transition thickness on frac-
ture propagation and shallow water body emplacement 
to better understand ice shell plumbing related to sur-
face morphology formation. 
Models are completed using the FRANC2d finite el-
ement program (FEM) [2] in a similar fashion to work 
completed on Europa sill intrusion emplacement by 
Craft et al. [3]. FRANC2d considers boundary condi-
tions, material properties, body geometry and calculates 
stresses from loads and displacements to then determine 
crack growth through fracture mechanics theory. Figure 
1 shows an example of a model setup with boundary 
conditions and a central, fluid filled, basal fracture. At 
right the figure shows a multiple basal fracture model 
with a tidal bulge force applied at the base. 
Results of the Larsen models are compared with the 
observations of the surface depressions and radar data 
to characterize the FEM program’s ability to accurately 
predict the subsurface fractures and environmental fac-
tors that can result in the surface features. The modeling 
results also provide constraints on the sensitivity of sur-
face feature formation to the various parameters.  
With a verified modeling method, we then perform 
models of Europa’s ice shell. Model set-up resembles 
that for the Larsen shelf but with several parameter 
changes including an ice shell of 1 km up to 30 km thick 
and lower gravity. Ice parameters including Young’s 
modulus, E, density, r, and Poisson’s ratio, ν, will be 
those from laboratory tests and values used in previous 
work [see 4-6]. 
 Discussion: With the results obtained in the Europa 
finite element models, our future measurements of Eu-
ropa’s surface morphology will enable insight into the 
plumping within the ice shell and any conduits that may 
be bringing or brought ocean or shallow subsurface wa-
ter to the surface recently. 
References: [1]Vance and Goodman, 2009, in Eu-
ropa, U. Ariz. Press. [2] Wawrzynek and Ingraffea, 
1987, Theoret. App. Frac. Mech., 8, 137. [3] Craft et al., 
2016, Icarus, 274, 297. [4] Haynes, 1978, USA CRREL 
Rep. 78-27. [5] Williams and Greeley, 1998, Geophys. 
Res. Lett., 25, no. 23, 4273. [6] Nimmo, 2004, J. Ge-
ophys. Res., 107, E4, 5021. 
 
Figure 1. Larsen C ice shelf laser altimetry and subsur-
face radar [NASA’s Operation Icebridge].     
 
Figure 2. Finite element model set-up with one, fluid filled 
central fracture. 
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Introduction: On Europa and Ganymede, the 
scars of tectonic activity are imprinted in water ice 
shells tens of kilometers thick that are inferred to over-
lay water oceans about an order of magnitude deeper 
[1]. The origin and formation of tectonic terrains on icy 
satellites is tied to processes that link the ice shell and 
the ocean, such as spreading, rifting, subduction, and 
cryovolcanism, causing the ice shell to evolve through 
time [2-4]. Understanding the tectonic material ex-
change mechanisms between the surface and the ocean 
is critical to understanding the potential habitability of 
these ocean worlds [5, 6].  
Some of the most prevalent tectonic terrains on 
Europa and Ganymede are inferred to occur from ex-
tension in the ice shell, commonly producing long, 
linear “bands,” an umbrella term we use to include 
both bands on Europa and groove lanes (sulci) on Gan-
ymede. Bands are thought to be among the most recent-
ly geologically active features on Europa (< ~60 Ma) 
and Ganymede (nominally 2 Ga) [7], and played a pri-
mary role in the most recent resurfacing of each satel-
lite. Linking observations of band characteristics to 
models of ice tectonics and interior flow may provide 
crucial insight into surface-ocean exchange processes. 
Methods: To explore band formation and ocean 
interaction in 2-D, we extend the finite-difference code 
SiStER, developed for application to tectonic processes 
on Earth [8], to simulate fully visco-elasto-plastic ex-
tensional deformation in a solid ice I shell. Specifical-
ly, we implement a composite ice I rheology and  track 
“fossil” ocean material that has frozen into the shell 
and then transported and deformed through geologic 
time. 
Results: Rather than revealing different formation 
processes that produce different band types, we find a 
spectrum of related band formation processes that var-
ies primarily as a function of lithospheric strength (Fig. 
1). Strength is modified by lithospheric thickness, con-
vection, pre-existing weaknesses, and the timescale of 
fault annealing. Thus, band type can potentially be 
used as an indicator of relative lithospheric at the time 
of formation 
Diffuse faults produced in the weakest initial litho-
sphere rapidly coalesce to form a zone of plastic yield-
ing about a depressed central axis as convection and 
extension thin the weak lithosphere. This exposes fresh 
surface ice that could be removed to palinspastically 
reconstruct the initial terrain. As the modeled strength 
of the lithosphere increases, fault coalescence requires 
greater strain, delaying smooth plastic yielding. Models 
with the strongest icy lithospheres produce surfaces 
dominated by fault scarps that obscure the initial sur-
face over a wide area, even at very low strain. Because 
the original surface is overprinted by tectonic activity, 
the amount of fresh ice exposed is much smaller, ren-
dering band reconstruction impossible. After large 
strain, these tectonically dominated lithospheres may 
plastically yield, producing a smooth band within the 
initial, highly tectonized surface.  
We find that relatively weak lithospheres on Euro-
pa can convey fossil ocean material to the surface with-
in the lifespan of the band (10s km of extension). For 
models without convection, fossil ocean material is not 
exposed at the surface even after 40 km total extension, 
which exceeds the width of most bands observed on 
Europa [11].  
These models imply that the variety of band mor-
phologies on Europa and Ganymede likely form by 
similar processes in lithospheres of different strengths. 
Extension of low-strength lithospheres can result in 
surface exposure of fossil ocean material, with implica-
tions for future astrobiological exploration.   
References: [1] T. Spohn, G. Schubert (2003) Icarus, 
161, 456-467. [2] J. W. Head, R. T. Pappalardo, R. Sullivan 
(1999) JGR Planets, 104, 24223-24236. [3] L. M. Prockter 
et al. (2002) JGR Planets, 107, 4-1-4-26. [4] S. A. Katten-
horn, L. M. Prockter (2014) Nature Geosci, 7, 762-767. [5] 
K. P. Hand et al. (2009) in Europa, 589. [6] O. Grasset et al. 
(2013) Astrobiology, 13, 991-1004. [7] K. Zahnle et al. 
(2003) Icarus, 163, 263-289. [8] J.-A. Olive et al. (2016) 
GJI, 205, 728-743. [9] T. Gerya (2010) Introduction to Nu-
merical Geodynamic Modelling. [10] D. L. Goldsby, D. L. 
Kohlstedt (2001) JGR Solid Earth, 106, 11017-11030. [11] 
L. M. Prockter et al. (2009) in Europa, 589. 
Figure 1: Band spectrum endmembers shown in map 
view from Galileo spacecraft images (above) and asso-
ciated numerical models shown in cross-section (be-
low). Maps show Thynia Linea (left) and Tiamat 
Sulucs (right). Model outputs of viscosity show the 
movement of fossil ocean material (white overlay) and 
formation of faults (yellow bands) within the ice shell. 
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Introduction: Europa’s surface shows abundant 
evidence of tectonic deformation that encompasses 
extension, contraction, and lateral motions (e.g., see 
[1]). Many disparate formation mechanisms were like-
ly associated with the development of these features; 
however, a common theme in past work is that the 
underlying driving stresses for this deformation were 
provided by tidal forcing of the ice shell. This forcing 
may have been occurring on the orbital time scale, 
such as diurnal tides and librational effects, but may 
also have been associated with longer timescale distor-
tion of the ice shell through mechanisms such as non-
synchronous rotation and true polar wander. Nonethe-
less, such forcing mechanisms cannot always be rec-
onciled with types and orientations of features present 
on the surface. On Earth, much of the lithospheric de-
formation is associated with the motions of the tectonic 
plates, driven by interior processes such as mantle 
convection. Based on observations of features on Eu-
ropa that strongly resemble terrestrial plate tectonic 
boundaries, including mid-ocean ridge spreading cen-
ters (i.e., dilational bands; [2]), subduction-like bound-
aries (i.e., subsumption bands; [3]), and transform 
boundaries (i.e., major strike-slip faults; [4]), we advo-
cate that a similar mechanism may exist within the ice 
shell of Europa that is responsible for a large percent-
age of the observable deformation, and may require a 
new paradigm for thinking about the evolution of Eu-
ropa’s ice shell.  
The Plate Tectonics Problem: Europa’s very 
young crater-based surface age of 40-90 Myr [5] indi-
cates Europa’s surface has almost certainly been recy-
cled. Evidence of extension and the creation of new 
surface area at dilational bands is abundant across Eu-
ropa’s surface (e.g., [1, 6, 7]). However, only limited 
contractional deformation has been described [1, 8-10] 
that might otherwise be expected to balance the exten-
sion. On Earth, subduction provides a mechanism to 
recycle surface materials and create a young surface 
age; however, early observations on Europa did not 
identify evidence for subduction, nor was it considered 
that subduction may even be possible in a thermally 
layered ice shell. Therefore, new surface creation at 
dilational bands was not interpreted in the context of a 
global plate tectonic analog, even though evidence for 
rotations of plate-like portions of the ice shell had been 
noted [11]. 
A Case for Subduction: In a 2014 study of Falga 
Regio in Europa’s northern trailing hemisphere [3], 
large portions of the surface were interpreted to have 
been removed along discrete tectonic boundaries hy-
pothesized to be subduction zones. The contractional 
boundaries along which this proposed subduction oc-
curred is evidenced by tabular deformation zones 
where portions of the surface seemingly vanished. 
These zones are up to ~30 km wide and can be traced 
up to 1700 km across the surface in low-resolution 
images. Not only does such a process provide a means 
for accounting for the young surface age of Europa, it 
also implies that the outer, brittle portion of the ice 
shell behaves in a similar way to Earth’s lithospheric 
plates, with the warmer, deeper portions of the shell 
behaving like Earth’s thermally convecting astheno-
sphere, into which the brittle plate-like portion can 
subduct. This convection may contribute to driving the 
plate motions in combination with the outward push of 
thermally buoyant ice within dilational bands, analo-
gous to the “ridge-push” mechanism for plate motions 
on Earth. 
More recent work on plate-like reconstructions on a 
curved surface using the software program GPlates has 
provided additional evidence for plate motions and 
analogs to each of the tectonic plate boundary types on 
Earth [12]. Moreover, recent modeling has provided 
evidence for the feasibility of subduction of an ice 
plate into an underlying convecting ice shell [13], im-
plying that a plate tectonic system may indeed be pre-
sent on Europa, as well as being physically verifiable. 
Implications: This work hints at the need for a 
new paradigm to account for Europa’s surface features 
and age. If subduction exists, Europa is the only other 
solar system body than Earth to exhibit plate tectonics. 
References: [1] Kattenhorn, S.A. & Hurford, T.A. (2009) In: 
Europa, 199-236. [2] Prockter, L.M. et al. (2002) J. Geophys. 
Res. 107, 10.1029/2000JE001458. [3] Kattenhorn, S.A. & 
Prockter L.M. (2014), Nature Geoscience, doi:10.1038/ 
NGEO2245. [4] Hoyer, L. et al. (2014), Icarus 232, 60-80. 
[5] Bierhaus, B. et al. (2009) In: Europa, 161–180. [6] Sulli-
van, R. et al. (1998) Nature 391, 371–373. [7] Figueredo, 
P.H. & Greeley, R. (2004), Icarus 167, 287–312.  [8] Gree-
ley R. et al., (2000). J. Geophys. Res., 105, 22559–22578. [9] 
Prockter, L.M. & Pappalardo, R.T. (2000), Science, 289, 
941-944. [10] Sarid, A. et al. (2002) Icarus 158, 24-41. [11] 
Patterson, G.W. et al. (2006), J. Struct. Geol. 28, 2237-2258. 
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Introduction:  Tectonic lineaments are ubiquitous 
on the surface of Europa, and are hypothesized to have 
formed as the result of tides generated from Europa’s 
eccentric orbit [1 and references therein]. Estimates of 
the age of the surface suggest that it is relatively 
young, 40-90million years on average, based on the 
paucity of impact craters [2]. All of the surface fea-
tures (ridges, cycloids, troughs, chaos, etc.) have to 
have formed within that time frame, with chaos being 
the most recent widespread surface feature [3]. The 
lack of impact craters and of contiguous and high-
resolution image data makes it a significant challenge 
to identify the youngest Europan surfaces. Such loca-
tions are of high scientific interest for understanding 
Europa’s surface history and feature formation models, 
but also for identifying where to place future landed 
spacecraft to maximize the chance of sampling fresh 
material that is less processed by the Jovian radiation 
environment  
Tectonic fractures are likely to be the best indicator of 
recent tectonic activity. We search for evidence of re-
cent tectonic activity by identifying the stratigraphical-
ly youngest features, defined as geologically young, 
ridgeless surface fractures [Head et al., 1999]. Thus 
far, at least six separate types of recent fractures have 
been identified that are proposed to have distinct for-
mation mechanisms [1, 4]: (1) tectonic fractures; (2) 
cycloidal fractures; (3) tailcracks; (4) endogenic pro-
cess fractures; (5) flexure fractures; and (6) fold hinge 
fractures. Thus far, 16 high-resolution regions of Euro-
pa have been mapped and 2000 surface troughs have 
been identified (Figure 1).  
 
 
Discussion: The youngest fractures are occasional-
ly disrupted by chaos regions or lenticulae. In the anal-
ysis of fracture maps, determining whether the tectonic 
fractures crosscut or are superposed by chaos or lentic-
ulae is key to estimating the minimum age of the sur-
face. The fractures described above each formed as a 
result of different loading conditions. Each feature type 
and their crosscutting relationships within the region 
suggest a different combination of the global/local 
stress field. We have deduced the fracture sequence for 
the tectonic troughs within the regions where there are 
a significant number of troughs and have begun to un-
ravel the temporal evolution of the stresses during this 
fracture sequence. The interpreted stresses at the time 
of fracture formation can be compared to the theoreti-
cal stress fields due to any of the proposed stress re-
gimes (diurnal, nonsynchronous rotation, true polar 
wander, obliquity, etc.). Each of those stress models 
will yield different results for the age of the surface. 
This analysis is underway using SatStressGUI V5 [5, 
6].  
References: [1] Kattenhorn S. A. & Hurford T. A. 
(2009) In: Europa, 199-236. [2] Bierhaus, B. et al. (2009) 
In: Europa, 161–180 [3] Greeley R. et al., (2000) JGRP 
105 22559-22578. [4] Kay, J.P. and Kattenhorn, S.T. 
(2009) LPSC XL Abstract # 2454. [5] Wahr J. et al. 
(2009) Icarus, 200 188- 206. [6] Patthoff et al., (2016) 
AGU, abstract # 2147. 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Global basemap of Europa at 500 m/pixel. Red lines are mapped tectonic troughs. 
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      Active venting is one of the most dramatic inter-
change processes between subsurface reservoirs and 
the surface/atmosphere. Long suspected at Europa due 
to dramatic evidence for activity captured in surface 
features, recent evidence is mounting that such activity 
is on-going at the satellite. Multiple techniques have 
now resulted in detections of plumes [1,2].  Plumes 
would provide a crucial method to "touch the water" at 
Europa, i.e., to more directly sample the composition 
of the subsurface ocean, avoiding the confusion bound 
to occur with surface or sputtered atmosphere sam-
pling, which are contaminated with exogenic material, 
as well as altered via radiolytic processing by Jovian 
magnetospheric plasma. In particular, Sparks et al. [3] 
has reported evidence for a second, repeat detection of 
a plume near the crater Pwyll (see top panel at right) 
that is coincident with a possible thermal (or thermal 
inertia) anomaly measured by Galileo thermal observa-
tions [4 – see middle panel at right] as well as with the 
strongest ionosphere profile detected by Galileo radio 
occultation observations [5 – see bottom panel]. We 
will provide a summary and update on the evidence to 
date for on-going active plumes at Europa. 
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Introduction:  The primary surface features trav-
ersing the ice shell on Europa are ubiquitous double 
ridges that span vast distances across the satellite.  
These ridges are typically a few km wide, a few 100 
meters high and extend hundreds of km laterally.  They 
are split in half by a narrow inner trough zone that is 
postulated to be the site of possible cryoeruptive activi-
ty.  In spite of the ubiquity of these features, there is 
not yet any generally accepted mechanism for their 
formation, nor any quantitative models of how their 
characteristic morphology forms or how long they are 
active, although many authors believe that the ridges 
may overlie fissures extending through the ice shell 
and into the liquid water ocean below.  Some time ago 
we [1,2] proposed a model for ridge formation that 
involved water from the ocean below rising up cracks 
in the ice shell and freezing in vertical dikes beneath 
the surface as stresses in the shell are cycled by tides.  
As this ice wedge grows, the adjacent ice is pushed up 
into a ridge that, we argue, has the right shape and size 
to explain the observed ridges.  Moreover, the width of 
the ridge at its base reflects the depth to the bottom of 
the ice wedge, while the width of the central trough 
reflects the depth to the top of the wedge. 
Ridge Growth Rate:  Preliminary finite element 
modeling [2] showed that this model also constrains 
the growth rate of the ridges.  Because the underlying 
dike feeding the ridge advects the temperature of the 
liquid ocean, the ice surrounding this dike is warmer 
than that in the surrounding shell for most of its depth.  
As time passes, the heat from the feeder diffuses into 
the surrounding cold ice shell, warming the ice and 
decreasing its viscosity.  If the ice wedge grows too 
slowly, its volume increase simply pushes this warm 
ice downwards instead of pushing up a ridge.  The 
ridge must thus grow fast enough that the warm chan-
nel is too narrow for viscous flow of ice to accommo-
date the volume increase of the growing ice wedge.  A 
simple analytic model indicates that this time scale is 
given by 
tgrowth ≤
3
2
Vridge
κ 3/2
ηh
Y
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
2/5
 
where Vridge is the cross-sectional area of the ridge, κ is 
the thermal diffusivity of ice (which sets the width of 
the warm ice channel), η is the viscosity of warm ice, h 
the thickness of the ice shell, and Y the yield stress of 
cold ice at Europa’s surface, which resists the growth 
of the ridge. 
Assuming linear viscosity (not quite correct for ice, 
which is why we must eventually do this computation 
numerically), taken to be about 1014 Pa-sec for warm 
ice (a number that works well for glaciers and ice 
sheets on the Earth), and inserting plausible values for 
the other variables, we derive a limit on the formation 
time of about 5000 years in order for a ridge to rise. 
Although this seems remarkably fast, the ubiquity 
of ridges on a surface that exhibits only a few craters 
and which could be as young as a few Myr [e.g., 3], 
suggests that this is the correct order of magnitude.  
This still implies that each ridge experiences many 
tidal cycles of influx and outflow of water from the 
ocean below (about 50,000 cycles during this time) and 
so, for a ridge in which the ice wedge is a few km deep 
and that grows to a final width of a few 100 m (compa-
rable to the height of the ridge), each tidal cycle needs 
to deposit only 0.2 mm of ice in the wedge to grow the 
full ridge in this time. 
Our incremental ice-wedging model thus suggests 
that the ridges are highly dynamic, that they arise and 
collapse (when the warm channel eventually grows so 
wide that their material creeps back down into the sub-
surface) on a short timescale.  The recent observations 
of potential water vapor plumes on Europa [4,5] sup-
ports the idea that liquid water rises very close to the 
surface, where it must freeze very quickly in the ice 
shell adjacent to the feeder dike. 
 
References: [1] Melosh and Turtle, LPSC 35 
#2029 (2004). [2] Han and Melosh, AGU Fall Mtg 
P33B1577H (2010). [3] Bierhaus et al., Icarus 153, 
264 (2001). [4] Roth et al., Science 343, 171 (2014). 
[5] Sparks et al. Ap J. 829, 121 (2016). 
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Introduction:  Several icy satellites likely feature 
liquid water relatively close to their surface. For explo-
ration, it is necessary to better understand where exact-
ly that water is located and whether it is in contact with 
the rocky core of the satellites and/or the surface. Sur-
face tectonics can help differentiating between water 
that is embedded inside the ice shell or distributed at 
its base. There are two ways in which water may have 
an influence on tectonics: 1) as a “passive” reaction to 
externally imposed forces, such as tidal potential and 
2) as an “active” source of stress from phase changes 
(crystallization or melting). In addition, water may 
flow from the interior to the base of the shell. I sum-
marize here how these effects may be expressed in 
surface tectonics using simple models. 
Rigidity Contrast:  Liquid water has a different 
rheology than solid ice. It is essentially incompressible, 
but flows so that it doesn’t support shear stresses. 
If water is distributed as a layer between the ice 
shell and rocky core, it increases the flexibility of the 
shell and increase tidal dissipation [1]. The flexure 
may have a tectonic expression, the most common of 
which may be surface cracks. Stress is increased where 
the shell is thinnest and these variations are convolved 
with variations of tidal stresses [2, 3]. 
If water is localized in an closed body inside the 
crust it acts as intrusion that is soft with respect to 
shear stresses and strong with respect to pressure 
changes. The enhanced stress may be expressed at the 
surface as fractures and faults that would follow the 
outline of the body. Any fault regime is possible, de-
pending on the specific relation between the geometry 
of loading and that of the body of water. 
Phase Changes:  Pure water is less dense in its sol-
id state than in liquid state. Expansion of water upon 
crystallization puts the surface under tension and crys-
tallization puts it under compression. 
If the water is present in a confined body, phase 
changes may generate at the surface expression frac-
tures or faults that follow the outline of the body [4, 5, 
6]. As the source of stress is a volume change, strike-
slip faulting should be minor. It is surprising difficult 
to have a continuous pathway between the water body 
and the surface because of the interfaces cannot sup-
port stress [7]. Fracture is likely at the edge of the wa-
ter body, changing its shape to a sill or a saucer-shaped 
intrusion [8]. 
If the water is present as a layer at the base of the 
shell, its effects are global. Considering that planetary 
bodies typically lose heat, the water is most likely to 
crystallize and induce at the surface the formation of a 
global network of cracks (not normal faults) [9]. How-
ever, the feedback between shell flexibility and the 
presence of water can lead to episode of melting [10], 
which can be expressed as global surface contraction, 
including subduction [11].  
Water flow:  The higher density of liquid water 
compared to ice drives water downward towards the 
base of the shell. This effect is compounded by the 
increased stress at the base of a water body compared 
to the surrounding ice, which may drive melting. 
This effect has two consequences. First, any water 
body actually present within the ice shell must be sup-
ported somehow. Potential support mechanisms in-
clude 1) stresses that essentially pumping water up-
ward; 2) a modified compositional contrast due to im-
pure “heavy” ice surrounding the water; 3) a thermal 
or, more likely, compositional contrast at the base of 
the water body so that underlying ice does not melt. 
Second, if liquid water is generated inside the shell, 
for example under the influence of a thermal diapir, it 
is likely to drain, leaving at the surface a depression 
ringed by fractures (not faults, and without strike-slip 
motion), similar to ice cauldrons [12]. Compression in 
the center of the depression may appear if the water 
volume is high enough.  
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Introduction:  Europa’s surface is marked with a 
variety of microfeatures, also called lenticulae, 
including pits, domes, spots, and microchaos (chaos 
features that are less than 150 km2). The relationship, if 
any, between these features is unknown. Previous 
models [1, 2] have struggled to explain the formation of 
all of these lenticulae via the same process because of 
the range of sizes, shapes, and topographic profiles of 
these features. One idea that often appears in chaos and 
lenticulae formation models is the mandatory presence 
of liquid water somewhere within Europa’s ice shell. 
The locations and morphologies of these lenticulae 
have been studied extensively [3–5] to identify any 
patterns that could lead to more information regarding 
the formation mechanisms and determine whether 
liquid water was present at or near the surface. A recent 
model [6] attributes lenticulae to various stages in the 
thermo-mechanical evolution of liquid water intrusions 
(i.e. sills) within the ice shell, from sill emplacement to 
surface breaching (in the case of microchaos) to 
freezing of the sill. Pits hold particular interest because 
they appear only when liquid water is still present. 
Another key feature of the model is that the size of a 
microfeature at the surface is controlled by the depth of 
the sill. Hence, we can apply this model to regions of 
Europa that contain microfeatures to infer the size, 
depth, and spatial distribution of liquid water within the 
ice shell. 
Methods: We are creating a database of 
microfeatures that includes digitized, collated data from 
three previous mapping efforts [3–5] along with our 
own mapping study. We focus on images with ~220 
m/pix resolution, which includes the regional mapping 
data sets, specifically E15RegMap01 and 
E15RegMap02. We apply a statistical method using the 
distribution of nearest neighbor distances [7, 8] to 
quantify the degree of clustering of different 
microfeatures. These tests are conducted in ArcGIS, 
though future work will involve tools [8] for direct 
comparison to other bodies. Thus, we determine the 
typical spatial separation among and between 
microfeature types and create density maps of 
microfeatures in several regions of Europa. 
Preliminary results: The relationship between the 
size of a feature and the sill that created it is dR/2.4, 
where d is the sill depth and R is the radial size of the 
feature [6]. Local mechanical properties then control the 
topographic expression of the feature. According to the 
model, this relationship holds true for pits, domes, and 
chaos. Based on this equation, preliminary results 
indicate that sills that form pits and domes are typically 
located at depths of 2 km or less from the surface 
(Figure 1). Sills that form chaos are located at depths 
ranging from 0.5–4 km. Our preliminary analysis also 
shows that pits are clustered in some regions, consistent 
with previous results [5], although individual pits are 
also observed. Additionally, the majority (>90%) of 
lenticulae in the two regions studied had another 
lenticulae feature within 30 km.  
Modeling the ice shell structure: Once we have 
determined the locations and densities of these features 
and estimated the depths of the sills, we will produce a 
preliminary, 3D graphic of the subsurface structure of 
Europa’s ice shell. This will allow for future studies to 
estimate physical parameters of the ice shell, including 
seismic parameters to generate sample seismographs, in 
order to better understand Europa’s evolution and 
assesss its present potential for habitability.  
References: [1] Collins, G. & Nimmo, F. (2009) Europa, 
259–281. [2] . Schmidt, B.E. et al. (2011) Nature Letters, 479, 
502–505. [3] Singer, K.N. (2013) PhD Thesis, Wash. U., 
1079. [4] Greenberg, R. et al. (2003) Icarus, 161, 102–126. [5] 
Culha, C. & Manga, M. (2016) Icarus, 271, 49–56. [6] Manga, 
M. & Michaut, C. (2017) Icarus, 286, 261–269. [7[ Clark, P.J. 
& Evans, F.C. (1954) Ecology, 445–453. [8] Hamilton, C.W. 
et al. (2013) EPSL, 361, 272–286.  
Figure 1: The estimated depths of sills underneath 
domes in the E15RegMap01region on Europa. Blue 
bars represent the size of a feature, and red represents 
the depth of a sill.  
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Introduction:  A key driver of planetary exploration 
is to understand the processes that lead to potential hab-
itability across the solar system [1].  To address this 
goal, understanding the mechanisms by which material 
is exchanged between the Europa surface, the icy inte-
rior, and the ocean is of substantial importance.  The Eu-
ropa Clipper Mission supports a highly capable payload 
of both in situ and remote-sensing instruments to ob-
serve Europa and its environment [1,2] and investigate 
processes of surface–ice–ocean exchange.  
Europa Mission Goal, Objectives, Investigations, 
and Synergies: Addressing exchange processes can be 
achieved through the three Europa Clipper Mission Ob-
jectives (bold roman numerals below) and the from the 
Mission Investigations (numbered items below), which 
flow from the Objectives. Folded into these three objec-
tives and of importance to exchange processes is the de-
sire to search for and characterize any current activity, 
notably plumes [3] and thermal anomalies. 
The suite of nine instruments selected by NASA 
comprising the mission’s payload provide a synergistic 
and robust means to address the scientific questions re-
garding potential habitablity.  This payload includes 
five remote-sensing instruments that observe the wave-
length range from the ultraviolet through radar: Europa 
Ultraviolet Spectrograph (Europa-UVS), Europa Imag-
ing System (EIS), Mapping Imaging Spectrometer for 
Europa (MISE), Europa Thermal Imaging System (E-
THEMIS), and Radar for Europa Assessment and 
Sounding: Ocean to Near-surface (REASON). It also in-
cludes four in situ instruments that measure fields and 
particles: Interior Characterization of Europa using 
Magnetometry (ICEMAG), Plasma Instrument for Mag-
netic Sounding (PIMS), MAss Spectrometer for Plane-
tary Exploration (MASPEX), and SUrface Dust Ana-
lyzer (SUDA).  In addition, gravity science can be 
achieved via the spacecraft's telecommunication system 
in combination with radar altimetry. Moreover, valuable 
scientific data could come from the spacecraft’s planned 
radiation monitoring system and from some instru-
ments' responses to the radiation environment.  
I. Ice Shell & Ocean – Characterize the ice shell and 
any subsurface water, including their heterogeneity, 
ocean properties, and the nature of surface-ice-ocean 
exchange. 
1. Characterize the distribution of any shallow subsur-
face water and the structure of the icy shell (EIS, 
REASON); 
2. Determine ocean salinity and thickness (ICEMAG, 
MISE, PIMS, SUDA); 
3. Constrain the regional and global thickness, heat-
flow, and dynamics of the ice shell (E-THEMIS, 
EIS, Gravity, ICEMAG, PIMS, REASON); 
4. Investigate processes governing material exchange 
among the ocean, ice shell, surface, and atmosphere 
(EIS, ICEMAG, MASPEX, MISE, REASON, 
SUDA). 
II. Composition – Understand the habitability of Eu-
ropa's ocean through composition and chemistry. 
1. Characterize the composition and chemistry of en-
dogenic materials on the surface and in the atmos-
phere, including potential plumes (EIS, Europa-
UVS, ICEMAG, MASPEX, MISE, PIMS, REASON, 
SUDA); 
2. Determine the role of the radiation and plasma en-
vironment in creating and processing the atmos-
phere and surface materials (EIS, Europa-UVS, 
MASPEX, MISE, PIMS, Radiation, REASON, 
SUDA); 
3. Characterize the chemical and compositional path-
ways in the ocean (EIS, ICEMAG, MASPEX, MISE, 
SUDA). 
III. Geology – Understand the formation of surface fea-
tures, including sites of recent or current activity, and 
characterize high science interest localities. 
1. Determine sites of most recent geological activity, 
including potential plumes, and characterize locali-
ties of high science interest and potential future 
landing sites (E-THEMIS, EIS, Europa-UVS, 
MASPEX, MISE, PIMS, Radiation, REASON, 
SUDA); 
2. Determine the formation and three-dimensional 
characteristics of magmatic, tectonic, and impact 
landforms (EIS, REASON); 
3. Investigate processes of erosion and deposition and 
their effects on the physical properties of the sur-
face (E-THEMIS, EIS, Europa-UVS, PIMS, Radia-
tion, REASON, SUDA). 
Conclusions. Working together, the Europa mis-
sion’s instruments have the potential to test hypotheses 
relevant to exchange processes.  Understandng how ma-
teral might move between the surface and interior will 
provide insights into icy world habitability. 
References: [1] Space Studies Board, (2011) The 
National Academies Press, Washington, DC. [2] Europa 
Study Team, (2012) JPL Internal Document D-71990. 
[3] Roth, L. et al., (2014) Science, 343, 171-174. 
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Introduction: Motivated by recent evidence for 
subduction in Europa’s ice shell [1–3], we explore the 
geophysical feasibility of this process. Understanding 
the feasibility of subduction informs whether it is, or 
was previously, a primary process in transporting sur-
face materials to Europa’s subsurface. Subduction in 
Europa’s ice shell would enhance the rate at which sur-
face material could be delivered to its subsurface ocean, 
possibly improving Europa’s astrobiological potential 
[4,5]. We construct a simple model to track the evolu-
tion of porosity and temperature within a slab that is 
forced to subduct, and probe the effects that various 
initial salt contents have on ice slab buoyancy.  
Method: We use a one-dimensional finite difference 
model to track the evolution of temperature and porosity 
within a slab as it subducts through a reference ice shell 
(𝜌=920 kg/m3, [6]), consisting of a conductive lid and 
an underlying warm convective layer (Fig. 1) [7]. Our 
simulations track the evolution of an individual parcel or 
slice of the slab. Tracking the parcel’s density anomaly 
(or the density of the parcel relative to that of the refer-
ence shell) as a function of time is crucial to understand-
ing how the evolution of temperature and porosity affect 
the buoyancy of the slab. When the parcel’s average 
density anomaly is positive, it is non-buoyant and we 
argue that subduction is feasible. When the parcel’s av-
erage density anomaly is negative, it is buoyant and sub-
duction is unlikely. At each time step, the depth of each 
cell is evolved assuming a constant slab velocity and a 
subduction geometry (Fig. 1). At each time step, the 
depth of each cell is evolved assuming a constant slab 
velocity and a subduction geometry, which in turn 
changes the top temperature boundary condition and 
increases overburden pressure (Fig. 1). At each time 
step, temperature is evolved using Fourier’s law of heat 
conduction, and porosity is evolved by tracking removal 
of pore space by viscous flow.  
Although the salt content at the surface and at depth 
is unconstrained, first order estimates for its effect on 
slab buoyancy are required to test subduction and mate-
rial transport feasibility. We calculate the density differ-
ence due to salt content of each cell using the following 
equation, Δ𝜌 = −𝛼𝜌𝑖𝑐𝑒Δ𝑇 − 𝜌𝑖𝑐𝑒Δ𝜙 + Δ𝑓s𝑎𝑙𝑡(𝜌𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑡 − 𝜌𝑖𝑐𝑒), 
where Δ𝑇, Δ𝜙, and Δ𝑓𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑡 are the difference in tempera-
ture, porosity, and salt content, respectively, between the 
cell of interest and material in the reference ice shell at 
the same depth as the cell of interest. We assume a salt 
density of 1444 kg/m3 appropriate for natron, a poten-
tially dominant component of surface salts based on 
spectral unmixing analyses of [8]. This assumption pro-
duces conservative estimates for density anomalies pro-
duced by a given difference in salt content. 
Results and Conclusions: We find that porosity and 
salt content play dominant roles in determining whether 
the slab is non-buoyant and subduction in Europa’s ice 
shell is possible. Even after a thermal anomaly is erased, 
most models in which subduction is feasible retain a 
density anomaly associated with salt content. Unless 
salts can drain away from the slab on a time scale of ~1 
Myr, this material will continue to descend. Generally, 
we find that initially low porosities and high salt con-
tents within the conductive lid are more conducive to 
subduction. If salt contents are laterally homogenous, 
and Europa has a reasonable surface porosity of ϕ0=0.1, 
the conductive portion of Europa’s shell must have salt 
contents exceeding ~22% for subduction to occur. If salt 
contents are laterally heterogeneous, with salt contents 
varying by a few percent, subduction may occur for a 
surface porosity of ϕ0=0.1 and overall salt contents of 
~5%. Thus, we argue that under plausible conditions, 
subduction in Europa’s ice shell is possible. 
References: [1]Kattenhorn & Prockter, (2014) Nat. Geosci., 
7, 762–767; [2]Collins et al. (2016) LPSC47th,  #2533; [3] Per-
kins et al. (2017), LPSC48th, #2576; [4] Gaidos et al. (1999) 
Science, 284, 1631-1633; [5] Chyba & Phillips, (2001) PNAS, 3, 
801-804; [6] Kirk & Stevenson (1987) Icarus, 69, 91–134; [7] 
Nimmo & Manga, Europa, The UofA Press USA (2009), 382–
404; [8]McCord et al. (1999) JGRP, 104, 11827–11851. 
 
Fig. 1. Geometry of a simple one-dimensional model of a subducting slab. The 
modeled parcel of material is shown at three times, time=0, tbend, and tn. Ts=100 
K and Tb=260 K. Note the schematic only shows 5 cells while our actual model 
has 200 cells. Additionally, for a time step Δ𝑡=1 yr and spreading rate 
𝑣𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑=40 mm/yr, the cells have a horizontal extent Δ𝑥≈𝑣𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑Δt=2.8 cm 
while for ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑=6 km the vertical dimension Δ𝑦=ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑/𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙=30 m, where 𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 is 
the number of cells. Dark blue material at the top left represents the dilational 
spreading bands. The schematic shows a slab bent through the dip angle 𝜃 = 
45° along a radius 𝑅𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑≈2 ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 in a time 𝑡𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑=𝑅𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑𝜃/𝑣𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑. After time 𝑡𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑, 
slab continues to subduct at a constant dip angle and constant rate, 𝑣𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑. 
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Introduction: The thickness of Europa’s ice shell, 
processes at work within the shell, and the content and 
potential transport of liquid water are all critical to 
characterizing Europa’s habitability. Historically, 
interpretations of Galileo data were split into two 
paradigms: one invoking solid-state convection in a 
thick ice shell [1][2] and another with direct connections 
between the ocean and surface through a thin ice shell 
[3][4]. There were strengths and weaknesses to both 
models. With respect to chaos and microfeatures (i.e. 
pits, spots, domes, and microchaos), convective models 
could not reproduce the observed morphologies [5][6]. 
Thin shell models performed better, but estimates of 
tidal dissipation and flow in the lower part of the shell 
argued against full melt-through [e.g. 6].  
Similarly, Europa’s extensive fracture systems and 
associated double ridges were challenging for both thick 
and thin ice models. In the thin shell model, fractures 
penetrate from the surface to the ocean, allowing liquids 
or freezing slush to extrude onto the surface, creating 
ridges [3]. However, fractures formed by diurnal tidal 
stresses would be truncated due to overburden stress at 
very shallow depths (i.e. 10s of m), cutting off access to 
the ocean. In a convecting shell, the ability of fractures 
to penetrate deep into the shell may be further restricted 
by the viscous nature of the lower ice layer, and ridges 
would have to form by extruded warm ice, shear 
heating, or some other mechanism [7]. The potential for 
liquid water to move through the shell would be quite 
limited by the lack of pathways in this model. 
An additional wrinkle is that neither model works 
well for an intermediate thickness ice shell. Europa’s 
craters, some of which appear to have breached the 
entire ice shell, indicate a shell thickness of 2.5–19 km 
[8], likely too thin for convection to occur and too thick 
to break or completely melt through. In addition, 
dynamical models imply that Europa’s eccentricity and 
obliquity should vary periodically over geologically 
relevant timescales [9][10]. Because tidal heating, and 
the resulting equilibrium shell thickness, depend on 
both of these parameters, Europa’s ice shell thickness 
likely also varies periodically with time.  
There are now several models for the formation of 
Europa’s fractures, ridges, large- and small-scale chaos 
features, pits, spots, and domes that may, indeed, be 
viable in ice shells of intermediate and/or varying 
thickness, as well as observations of active plumes and 
possible plate tectonic behavior. This new work requires 
us to reconsider our overall view of Europa’s ice shell. 
New models for Europa: Of particular interest, 
here, are models or observations that have implications 
for inter-shell processes, the content and transport of 
liquid water throughout the shell, the timescales over 
which Europa’s shell is geologically active, the spatial 
and temporal variability of ice shell thickness, and the 
habitability of Europa over time. These include:  
• A model of large-scale chaos formation that invokes 
near-surface liquid water without requiring complete 
melt-through of the ice shell [11] 
• A model of microfeature formation that suggests 
present-day near-surface liquid water under all pits, 
some domes, and some small chaos features [12] 
• Fractures that may link the ocean and near surface by 
e.g. ocean pressurization and the subsequent creation 
of fluid-filled cracks [13][14] 
• Ridge formation models that invoke liquid water 
moving through [15][16] or freezing in the shell [17] 
• Reconstructions implying large-scale plate motions 
and a process analogous to subduction [18]  
• The observation of plumes in multiple regions of 
Europa [19][20][21] [22] 
Together, these various models suggest a complex, 
active shell with liquid water playing a substantial role 
in surface modification. In this review, I will summarize 
the above models and observations, describe additional 
studies that support or refute the models, and provide a 
synthesized view of the dynamics of Europa’s ice shell. 
References: [1] Pappalardo R.T. et al. (1998) 
Nature 391, 365-367. [2] Head J.W. and R.T. 
Pappalardo (1999). JGR 104, 27143-27155. 
[3] Greenberg R. et al. (1998) Icarus 135, 64-78. [4] 
Greenberg R. et al. (1999) Icarus 141, 263-286. [5] 
Collins G.C. et al. (2000) JGR 105, 1709-1716. [6] 
Nimmo F. and B. Giese (2005) Icarus 177, 327-340. [7] 
Prockter L.M. and G.W. Patterson (2009) In: Europa, 
UA Press. [8] Billings S.E. and S.A. Kattenhorn (2005) 
Icarus 177, 397-412. [9] Hussmann H. and T. Spohn 
(2004) Icarus 171, 391-410. [10] Bills B.G. et al. (2009) 
In: Europa, UA Press. [11] Schmidt B.E. et al. (2011) 
Nature 479, 502-505. [12] Manga M. and C. Michaut 
(2017) Icarus 286, 261-269. [13] Manga M. and C-Y. 
Wang (2007) GRL 34, L02702. [14] Rudolph M.L. and 
M. Manga (2009) Icarus 199, 536-541. [15] Dombard 
A.J. et al. (2013) Icarus 223, 74-81. [16] Craft K.L. et 
al. (2016) Icarus 274, 297-313. [17] Johnston S.A. and 
L.G.J. Montesi (2014) Icarus 237, 190-201. [18] 
Kattenhorn S.A. and L.M. Prockter (2014) NatGeo 7, 
762-767. [19] Roth L. et al. (2014) Science 343, 171-
174. [20] Roth L. et al. (2014) PNAS 111, E5123-
E5132. [21] Sparks W.B. et al. (2016) AJ 829, 121-142. 
[22] Sparks W.B. et al. (2017) AJ Letters 839, 1-5. 
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Introduction: Europa has the most fascinating sur-
face features and presents the best opportunity for hab-
itability of all bodies in our solar system beyond Earth. 
Mechanical processes within Europa’s ice shell control 
the cycling of liquid water from the satellite’s rocky in-
terior and ocean to the surface, where it will be observed 
by future spacecraft. The recent detections of water va-
por near Europa [1,2], as well as geologic evidence such 
as smooth regions filling topographic lows [3,4], and 
perhaps the formation of double ridges [5] suggests that 
liquid water has erupted onto the ice-covered moon’s 
surface in the past and perhaps at present. We examine 
the mechanics of fractures that may facilitate these erup-
tions. 
Crack penetration: Water confined to a subsurface 
ocean faces two mechanical impediments in reaching 
the surface. First, it is negatively buoyant with respect 
to ice and second, it needs a conduit through which to 
ascend. If tensile stresses generated in an ice shell ex-
ceed the tensile strength of ice, a fracture will form and 
may provide the necessary conduit. We expect fractures 
to initiate at the surface because the tensile stresses in 
the lower part of the shell relax quickly in the warmer, 
less viscous, basal ice layer. Diurnal tidal stresses are an 
order of magnitude too low to initiate fractures. Other 
mechanisms, including reorientation of the ice shell and 
ocean pressurization due to ice shell thickening [6,7], 
can generate stresses in excess of the 1-3 MPa tensile 
strength of intact ice [8]. We subdivide the ice shell into 
two regions: an outer layer that behaves as a linear elas-
tic solid and an inner layer that behaves viscously over 
time scales that tectonic stresses are generated. The 
boundary between these regions is controlled by tem-
perature. 
There are two barriers to crack penetration. First, 
only the outer part of the ice shell supports elastic 
stresses. Second, overburden stresses will act to shut the 
crack. We use a boundary element method to determine 
the depth to which cracks can penetrate for the geometry 
shown in Figure 1 (inset) for different applied stresses, 
ice shell thicknesses and thicknesses of the stressed, 
elastic layer [9]. The results, summarized in Figure 1, 
indicate that fractures are able to penetrate the ice shell 
and reach the subsurface ocean under some conditions. 
The key controls on the ability of fractures to reach the 
subsurface ocean are (1) the tensile strength of ice, 
which is assumed equal to the applied tensile loading in 
the elastic ice layer, (2) the thickness of the cold, elastic 
ice layer that supports tensile stresses on long time-
scales, and (3) the total thickness of the ice shell. In gen-
eral, fracture penetration is more feasible in thinner ice 
shells with relatively thick elastic layers, and perhaps 
counterintuitively, higher values of tensile strength.  
In addition to the results of numerical simulations 
summarized in Figure 1, we derive an updated analytic 
approximation for the depth of fracture penetration 
based on a simple force balance argument, which pro-
vides an excellent fit to the numerical results. This the-
oretical prediction is indicated by the grey shaded re-
gions in Figure 1. 
 
Figure 1: Conditions under which cracks penetrate 
Europa’s ice shell. Triangles and circles indicate cases 
assuming 1 MPa and 3 MPa tensile strength for ice. Blue 
symbols indicate that the crack reaches a subsurface 
ocean and grey symbols indicate that the crack is ar-
rested. Shaded regions indicate regions combinations of 
elastic layer thickness and ice shell thickness that may 
be cracked for tensile strengths of 1 MPa (darker) and 3 
MPa (lighter). Inset shows model geometry, loading 
configuration, and elastic and viscous layers. 
References: [1] Roth, L. et al. (2014) Science 343, 
171-174. [2] Roth, L. et al. (2015) PNAS 111(48), 
E5123. [3] Fagents, S.A. (2003) JGR-Planets 108(12). 
[4] Prockter, L. and Schenk (2005). Icarus 177, 305-
326. [5] Greenberg et al. (1998) Icarus 135, 64-78. [6] 
Nimmo, F. (2004) JGR-Planets., 109, E12001. [7] 
Manga, M., and C.-Y. Wang (2007) Geophys. Res. Lett., 
34, L07202. [8] Schulson, E. M. (2001) Eng. Fracture 
Mech., 68, 1839–1887. [9] Rudolph, M. L., & M. 
Manga (2009) Icarus, 199, 536–541. 
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Introduction:  The existence of tidal heating is 
necessary for a subsurface ocean to persist on Europa 
to the present day [1]. Also, recent investigations show 
that the yield stress from tides may exceed the rigidity 
of the external crust, and this may lead to fractures and 
weak zones along the ice shell [2]. Different processes 
such as diapirism, shear heating of the crust, and par-
tial melting of shallow layers have been invoked to 
explain the observed features [1]. Yet, a full considera-
tion of the convective dynamics is required to rigor-
ously model plume and diapir formation, evolution, 
and surface manifestation as effected by the back-
ground thermal state. Here we present 2D and 3D nu-
merical simulations of tidally driven convection in 
Europa using CitcomS [3]. By associating the resulting 
normal stress from ascending and descending plumes 
with local surface weakening and resistance from shal-
lower layers, our model was able to successfully re-
produce domes (Fig 1) and double ridges (Fig 2), two 
of Europa’s most recurring topographic features. With-
in the range of values considered, our simulations con-
sistently reproduced the expected height, depth and 
width of Europa’s hills and depressions (Fig 1). Alt-
hough the developed model does not rely on resistance 
and surface weakening arguments to explain pits and 
domes, by imposing such considerations for shallow-
er/colder layers of the moon we were able to reproduce 
double ridges (Fig 2). The resistance argument does 
not rely on the existence of an elastic layer, since the 
brittle layer is enough to exert the influence necessary 
to lower the magnitude of the topography around the 
fault zone. However, the surface weakening argument 
is backed by recent investigations [4] showing that the 
yield stress from tides may exceed the rigidity of the 
external crust, leading to fractures and weak zones 
along the ice shell [5]. Finally, while pits and domes 
are directly dependent on the convection parameters, 
we showed a way to include properties of shallower 
layers to produce ridge formation. This method con-
sists of connecting the convective process with the 
heterogeneity of Europa’s interior. Evoking a role for 
each layer, our model offers a global understanding of 
Europa and successfully explains the mentioned sur-
face features.  
 
Fig 1. Temperature and resulting topography for a 
3D simulation with 64x64x32 resolution. Ra=2.5x107, 
activation energy 20kJ/mol and viscosity constrast 107 
and tidal energy input 2.5x10-8 W/m3. 
 
 
Fig 2. Resulting topography with surface resistance 
and presence of fault. On top right corner, example of 
an Europan double ridge, as seen by Galileo on its E4 
encounter (Head et al. 1999). The initial state was as 
on Fig 1, but with a 30% decrease for the topography.   
 
 References:  
[1] Pappalardo R. T. et al. (1998) Nature, 391, 365-
386. [2] Han L. and Showman, A. P. (2009) GRL, 35, 
LO3202. [3] Zhong, S. et al. (2000) JGR, 105, 11063-
11082. [4] McCarthy C. and Cooper R. F. (2016) 
EPSL, 443, 185-194. [5] Wahr et al. (2009) Icarus 200, 
188-206.  
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The surface of Europa is scarred by a variety of ge-
ologic features indicative of vertical exchange of mate-
rial within the floating icy shell [1], include diapirism, 
lateral spreading in infilling of large fractures, double 
ridges, large impact craters.  The elevation and shapes 
of these features are related to material and thermal 
properties of the icy crust and dynamics of emplace-
ment.  Key to understanding these properties are relia-
ble topography at sufficient resolution and coverage to 
understand emplacement, as well as potential regional 
and global variations in those properties.  In this report, 
we summarize the global topographic mapping inven-
tory of Europa from Voyager and Galileo, its limita-
tions and at least some of the relevant conclusions. 
A comprehensive summary of Europa topography 
is in preparation for submission [Schenk and Nimmo, 
2017], and descriptions of the topography of Europa at 
a few specific sites [2, 3, 4, 5] and for impact craters 
[6, 7] have been published, as well as slope statistics 
for each terrain type [8].  Other sites covering a grand 
total of ~20% of the surface have not been previously 
described in the literature but have been processed.  
Techniques of topographic mapping include a handful 
of very narrow limb profiles [9], and the more exten-
sive stereogrammetric and photoclinometric mapping 
described in the earlier references. Many sites covered 
by photoclinometry are also covered by stereogramme-
try, allowing us to remove long-wavelength distortions 
inherent in photoclinometry and compensate for blur-
ring inherent in digital stereogrammetry. 
Topographic mapping coverage of Europa is very 
inconsistent and limited, driven by the Galileo antenna 
failure and forced restrictions on targeting.  Opportuni-
ties for planned stereo imaging were especially limited 
and we rely on serendipitous stereo opportunities.  
Photoclinometry (Fig. 1) is limited to resolved images 
at incidence angles of > 60°, approximately, but in-
cludes the two REGMAP longitudinal swaths at 85° 
and ~225°E.  While subject to distortions, these are 
invaluable for examining regional differences in topo-
graphic properties of Europa. 
The combination of stereo DTMs and limb profiles 
[9] can be used to investigate how topographic rough-
ness varies with length-scale [10]. Areas adjacent to 
large impact structures are systematically rougher than 
other areas, and Europa is systematically smoother at 
long baselines than would be predicted from the short-
wavelength roughness. 
All the DTMs reveal a break in slope at about 1 km 
length-scale, indicating a change in the processes 
maintaining, creating or destroying topographic rough-
ness. One possible explanation is that this length-scale 
is associated with onset of elastic support [11]. In this 
case the implied elastic thickness is ~0.15 km, suggest-
ing a weak and potentially mobile surface layer. 
 
 
Figure 1. Topographic roughness (see [10]) as a 
function of baseline length, from both stereo DTMs of 
different regions (this work) and limb profiles [9].  
 
The available data reveal a surface that is more 
topographically varied than suggested by visual in-
spection.   While topography of individual features is 
important [e.g., 2, 3, 4, 5], the magnitude of relief on 
Europa exceeds expectations of only a few hundred 
meters.  Several plateaus 500-1000 m high, some fault 
bounded were observed by ‘accident’ [e.g., 3, 4] and 
extrapolation to unobserved areas suggests that on the 
order of 50 of these plateaus could exist on Europa.  
The deepest features are the ‘crop circles’ which are 
likely formed as a result of recent true polar wander of 
the icy shell [5].  These arcuate troughs and pits are 
500-1500 meters deep, indicating total amplitude of 
relief across the ice shell of 2 or more km!  The sup-
port of relief of this magnitude both locally and global-
ly is a key constraint on shell strength and dynamics. 
     References: [1] Europa,  eds. R. Pappalardo, K. Khurana, 
and W. McKinnon, Univ. Arizona Press (2009). [2] Schenk, 
P., and R. Pappalardo, Geophys. Res. Lett., 31, L16703, 
(2004). [3] Nimmo, F., and P. Schenk, J. Struct. Geol., 28, 
2194-2203 (2006). [4] Prockter, L. and P. Schenk, Icarus, 
177, 305 (2005). [5] Schenk, P., I. Matsuyama and F. 
Nimmo, Nature, 453, 368-371 (2008). [6] Schenk, P., Ge-
ophys. Res. Lett., 36, CiteID L15204 (2009). [7] Schenk, P. 
(2002). [8] Schenk, P., and E. Turtle, in Europa, Univ. Ari-
zona Press (2009). [9] Nimmo et al. Icarus, 191, 183-192 
(2007). [10] Shepard, M.K. et al., JGR (2001). [11] Nimmo 
et al., JGR 116, E11001 (2011). 
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Introduction:  Constraining the thickness of the ice 
shell on Europa and the geological processes occurring 
in it are central to understanding any communication 
between the surface and subsurface ocean, and also 
assessing the viability of future spacecraft technologies 
for investigating this potentially habitable world.  
We present an update of our previous work (e.g., 
[1,2]) in light of more recent developments and insights 
into Europa science.  We empirically derive ice shell 
thickness estimates from two types of features: 1) en-
dogenic pits and 2) ring graben around large impact 
basins. Both planometric and topographic measure-
ments are employed to characterize the features. These 
are then related to plausible formation mechanisms and 
associated implications about ice shell thickness are 
discussed. 
1) Endogenic Pits: Here we focus on circular-to-
subcircular features generally agreed to have been cre-
ated by endogenic processes in Europa’s ice shell or 
ocean: pits, uplifts, and subcircular chaos regions. We 
mapped all such features in the size range of 1 to 50 
km in diameter in the ~200 m px-1 Galileo regional 
maps (~9% of Europa’s surface), as well as over all 
available high-resolution regions. Results of this map-
ping show decreasing numbers of small features, and a 
peak in the size distribution for all features at approxi-
mately 5–6 km in diameter [1]. No pits smaller than 3.3 
km in diameter were found.   
Topography was used to find the depths and heights 
of pits and uplifts in the mapped regions. A general 
trend of increasing pit depth with increasing pit size 
was found, a correlation more easily understood in the 
context of a diapiric hypothesis for feature formation 
(as opposed to purely non-diapiric, melt-through mod-
els) [1]. Based on isostasy, maximum pit depths of 
~0.3-to-0.48 km imply a minimum shell thickness on 
Europa of ~3-to-8 km, depending on the composition 
of the ice and underlying ocean. We will compare to 
other recent work on this topic (e.g., [3]) and other 
potential feature formation mechanisms (e.g., [4]). 
2) Impact Basin Graben: We analyzed ring gra-
ben surrounding the two largest multiring basins on 
Europa, Tyre (~38 km in diameter) and Callanish (~33 
km). The radial extension necessary to form these gra-
ben is presumably caused by a combination of gravity 
sliding and asthenospheric drag of more ductile ice 
and/or water flowing towards the excavated center of 
the crater under a brittle lithospheric lid [e.g., 5,6].  
Graben widths and depths are used to estimate the 
brittle-ductile transition (BDT) depth (an approxi-
mattion of the elastic shell thickness), and estimates of 
displacement, strain, and stress experienced by the ice 
shell (see methodology and results in [7,8]). For the 
BDT depths of 3–4 km found in [7,8], the implied heat 
flows for solid ice conductivities [9] are ~150–200 
mW m-2. Realistic (lower) conductivities could reduce 
these heat flows by half. At the high strain rates found 
for impact basins that form/collapse relatively quickly 
after the impact event [7,8], the temperatures at the 
BDT are relatively high. Simply extrapolating to the 
depth of melting, assuming a conductive as opposed to 
a convective temperature profile, results in estimates of 
3.2–4.3 km total shell thicknesses. If the ring graben 
formed over longer time scales, thicker shells are indi-
cated.  
Discussion: Substantial ice shell thickness varia-
tions over time are plausible, and our conclusions re-
garding shell thickness strictly refer to the epoch of 
feature formation. Both feature analyses suggest an 
endmember minimum of an ~3 km ice shell. Radiolytic 
products on the surface are considered a source of po-
tential oxidants that might be helpful for creating 
chemical gradients for europan life. Thinner ice shells 
would seem to more easily facilitate this transport. Alt-
hough not common features, Europa’s larger impacts 
and their associated ring faults clearly facilitate materi-
al communication between the surface and the ocean. 
References:  [1] Singer, K.N. et al. (2010) LPS 
XLI abs. #2195. [2] Singer, K.N. et al. (2013) PhD 
Thesis. [3] Culha, C. and Manga, M. Icarus, 271, 49-
56. [4] Manga M., and Michaut, C. Icarus, 286, 261–
269. [5] Melosh H.J. and McKinnon W.B. (1978) GRL 
5, 985–988. [6] McKinnon W.B. and Melosh H.J. 
(1980) Icarus 44, 454–471. [7] Singer, K.N. et al. 
(2013) LPS XLIV. abs. #2197. [8] Singer, K.N. et al. 
Hab. of Icy Worlds abs. #4073. [9] Petrenko V.F. and 
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Introduction: Europa possesses a global liquid wa-
ter ocean overlain by an ice shell that mediates heat flux 
from the deeper interior [1]. Vigorous thermal convec-
tion is likely driven in the ocean by temperature differ-
ences between the hot silicate mantle and the cold ice 
shell. The resulting currents will reorganize the flow of 
heat from the mantle on both global and local spatial 
scales, potentially leading to spatial variations in heat 
exchange between the ocean and ice shell and, there-
fore, in regions of melting versus accretion. Thus, the 
pattern of heat flow along the ice-ocean interface in 
global ocean convection models may be used to assess 
the potential for ocean-driven processes in the ice shell.  
Ocean Convection Model: Guided by state-of-the-
art rotating convection theory [2], our team has devel-
oped a novel hypothesis for Europa’s ocean where the 
dynamics are less constrained by rotation than previ-
ously assumed [3]. We simulate three-dimensional, 
time-dependent convection of a Boussinesq fluid in a 
rotating spherical shell. Small-scale convection adopts 
a three-dimensional structure and is more vigorous at 
lower latitudes. Global-scale currents are organized into 
two equatorial Hadley-like circulation cells and three 
zonal jets.  
In order to test the robustness of this model, we have 
investigated how heterogeneous tidal heating in the 
mantle [4] impacts oceanic convective processes and as-
sessed their sensitivity to uncertainties in fluid proper-
ties that depend on the poorly constrained ocean salinity 
[5]. Simulations that the vary mantle heat flow pattern 
show that zonal currents and mean meridional circula-
tions are robust, while oceanic heat transfer to the ice 
shell at high latitudes is sensitive to these mantle varia-
tions (Fig. 1). Similarly, simulations that vary the 
Prandtl number (Pr), which serves as a proxy for salin-
ity and is defined as the ratio of viscous to thermal dif-
fusivities, show that the zonal flow pattern is also not 
strongly sensitive to fluid properties while different me-
ridional behaviors are found at high latitudes as Pr (i.e. 
salinity) is increased (Fig. 2). 
Implications for Ice-Ocean Exchange: These con-
vective motions transmit the satellite's internal heat 
most effectively in the equatorial region in all models 
considered. This heterogeneous heat transfer efficiency 
can directly influence the latitudinal thermo-composi-
tional structure of the ice shell through increased melt-
ing of the ice shell at low latitudes and subsequent dep-
osition of relatively pure, and therefore compositionally 
buoyant, marine ice. Thus, this work implies that ther-
mal gradients along the base of the ice shell due to un-
derlying ocean circulations are important to consider for 
the rates and distribution of mixing between the surface 
and subsurface. 
 
                                   
Figure 1: Heat flux patterns at the ice-ocean inter-
face for three mantle heat flow distributions. (a) Iso-
thermal mantle. (b) Maximum mantle tidal heating near 
the equator with minima near the poles. (c) Maximum 
mantle tidal heating near the poles with a minimum near 
the equator. Red (blue) indicates high (low) heat flux 
relative to the mean value. Here, Pr is fixed to unity. 
Figure 2: Zonal currents and temperature field in a 
Europan ocean-like numerical model with Pr=7 and 
an isothermal seafloor. (a) Dimensionless azimuthal 
velocity in dimensionless Reynolds number units; red 
(blue) denote eastward (westward) currents. (b) Su-
peradiabatic temperature normalized by the inner-outer 
boundary thermal contrast; red (blue) indicates warm 
(cool) temperatures. 
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Introduction: The paucity of craters and surface 
features like fractures, ridges, bands and chaos terrains 
suggest a structurally active–if not recently-active–
history for Europa. This activity and existence of sub-
surface water suggests that conduits, or a “plumbing 
system”, may have formed allowing deep liquid water 
to interact with the surface or near-surface. Several 
feature types have been suggested to result from water 
interacting with the surface in some fashion. For in-
stance, many hypotheses relating to the formation of 
the double ridge–ubiquitous on Europa–involve the 
presence of subsurface liquid water in the form of 
dikes, diapirs or frictional heating, or sills [e.g., 1-5]. 
Similarly, the formation of chaos terrains has been 
proposed to result from shallow water “perched” a few 
km below the surface [10-13]. Smaller pits and domes 
also show surface evidence for waterr-ice interaction 
[6]. Additionally, the recent observations of potential 
plume activity from the surface of Europa [7,8] suggest 
the existence of shallow subsurface water that has per-
forated the surface. With these observations, the ques-
tion that follows naturally is, what must occur to ena-
ble water flow to shallow subsurface locations, and/or 
emplacement of shallow water pockets? 
Methods:  In our partner study (Abstract #7018), 
we focused on processes affecting subsurface fractur-
ing and resulting surface morphology on Europa. Here, 
we specifically focused on the flow of fluid through 
said subsurface fractures, namely the processes and 
parameters that control flow and how variability in 
those processes can alter surface observables.  
To investigate the effects of fluid flow and freezing 
within fractures and shallow water bodies over time to 
simulate mechanisms that would form surface mor-
phology, we used the commercially-available mul-
tiphysics program, COMSOL. We begin by modeling 
fluid flow through fractures and sills at the Larsen C 
Ice Shelf in Antarctica, for which we have several air-
borne and spaceborne observations with which to 
compare COMSOL outputs, and then showing our 
results for Europa. 
Parameters that we investigate surrounding the 
flow of water through arbitrary/modeled fractures net-
works include variable ice layer density, depth of in-
trusions, refreeze/melt effects within fracture or sill 
"walls", water pressure and flow magnitude, and varia-
bility of tidal (periodic) stress. We vary these parame-
ters in magnitude and time to illustrate their effects on 
plausibility of subsurface water reaching the near-
surface/surface, and on resultant surface deformation. 
Our utilization of COMSOL provides us with the ca-
pability of calculating water flow velocities and hy-
draulic pressures within cracks of arbitrary geometry in 
an effort to model how fluid may move through the 
fractures, change the surrounding stress field and pos-
sibly form shallow water pockets. 
Discussion: Many, if not most, of the ice-covered 
ocean worlds we have observed have young surfaces, 
indicating that they are geologically active or have 
been recently. The subsurface water ocean on Europa 
in particular is of high interest for its astrobiological 
implications. Central to the its resurfacing and the in-
teraction of the ocean with its exterior are vertical con-
duits to the subsurface, or fractures. These cracks serve 
as the natural connection between the surface that we 
observe remotely, and the ocean inside. Knowing the 
geometry of these structures is essential to understand-
ing water flow dynamics, and vice-versa. Thus, togeth-
er with its partner study, here we enable insight into 
the plumbing system within the ice shell and the con-
duits that may bring subsurface water to the surface. 
References:  
[1] Craft K. L. et al. (2016) Icarus, 274, 297-313. [2] 
Johnston S. A. and Montesi L. G. J. (2014), Icarus, 
237, 190-201. [3] Dombard A. J. et al. (2007), EOS, 
88, P21B-0549. [4] Greenberg et al. (1998), Icarus, 
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223, 74-81. [6] Manga M. and Michaut C. (2016), Ica-
rus, 286, 261–269. [7] Schmidt, B. E. et al. (2011), 
Nature, 479, 7374, 502-505. [8] Roth L. et al. (2014), 
Science, 343, 6167, 171-174. [9] Sparks W. B. et al. 
(2016), The Astrophysical Journal, 829(2), 121. 
  
Fig. 1 A COMSOL simulation example of fluid flow 
within a terrestrial subsurface fracture, temperatures 
given in °C in color bar at right and flow velocities 
indicated by arrows. (COMSOL; www.comsol.com) 
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Introduction:  Europa presents an exciting area of 
research to understand processes occurring on icy sat-
ellites and their astrobiological potential. Despite its 
small size, Europa is a dynamic world. Surface fea-
tures indicate a young age and extensive tectonic activ-
ity. The widespread extensional features create extra 
surface that needs to be accommodated to preserve the 
strain balance on Europa. Previous modeling have pro-
posed that this could be achieved by folding or passive 
thickening [1,2]. Another mechanism of balancing this 
extra surface area is subduction on the icy shell, sug-
gested by the mapping analysis of Kattenhorn and 
Prockter (2014) [3]. This gives rise to the notion of 
plate tectonics on the icy shell, and this has important 
implications for the satellite's evolution, surface envi-
ronment, and thus habitability. Thus it is of great inter-
est to explore the conditions favorable for plate tecton-
ics to operate on Europa. 
Initiation of subduction by sublithospheric 
convection: The dynamics for subduction initiation, 
which is considered the key factor for plate tectonics 
initiation, has been widely studied but is not yet well 
understood. For planetary lithospheres without pre-
existing faults or weak zones, subduction initiation is 
difficult due to the high strength of the lithosphere. 
Sublithospheric convection has been proposed as a 
mechanism for subduction initiation for these planetary 
bodies [e.g., 4]. The stresses induced in the lithosphere 
from convection, caused by the dipping slope of the 
base of the lithosphere, may be large enough to over-
come the yield stress of the lithosphere such that it can 
subduct. If Europa's icy shell can develop a sufficiently 
wide convective cell, the stresses in the lithosphere 
will be higher and thus more easily exceed the yield 
stress to initiate subduction. We determine the critical 
value of yield stress and friction coefficient at which 
large-scale lithospheric failure can occur. The relation-
ship between the yield stress and the time of subduc- 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ion initiation can be derived from the simple model of 
Rayleigh-Taylor instability. 
Application to Europa’s icy shell:  Considering 
the range of possible thickness of the icy shell and the 
thickness of the icy lithosphere on Europa, we use 
scaling relations [5] to constrain the yield stress of the 
icy lithosphere so that plate tectonics can initiate with-
in the lifetime Europa's icy shell. The deformation 
mechanism of ice at depth is uncertain. We use param-
eters for diffusion creep in our scaling of critical yield 
stress and critical friction coefficient. The critical yield 
stress is estimated to range from 2 kPa to 1 MPa, and 
the critical friction coefficient from 0.006-0.33, de-
pending on the thickness of the icy lithosphere com-
pared to the depth of the convecting icy shell. The crit-
ical yield stress is low compared to experimental val-
ues for intact ice [6]. However if the icy lithosphere is 
thin, the critical friction coefficient is on the same or-
der of magnitude as experimental values [7]. We note 
that scaling for stresses might be different when tidal 
heating is taken into account. 
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Caption: Below, a numerical convection model 
(CITCOM) showing potential incipient subduction 
zone caused by the gravitational pull of a substantial 
lid slope. Such a slope (transition to warmer ice) could 
in principle be detected by REASON. 
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